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Abstract–
Classification is a common problem in real life applications. Data stream classification is one of the most important techniques in
data stream mining. Ensemble learning technique is most popular data stream classification technique. Multilevel ensemble
classification is very useful in increasing accuracy of classification in stream data record prediction.A new technique is proposed
to predict the class label of stream data record. First a group of multidimensional indexing trees (GMITS) are constructed for
dynamic stream data. Then, based on the majority voting method class label of the newly arriving stream data record is predicted.
Proposed method increases the classification accuracy better than the ensemble consisting of single multidimensional indexing
tree structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ensemble learning not only handles very large volumes of
stream data but also efficiently manages (handles) concept
drifting feature of stream data. When the size of ensemble is
very large, the time complexity of sequential processing of base
classifiers in the ensemble is very high and it may not be
practically suitable for many real time stream data applications.
For many real world applications, stream data record prediction
is most important than constructing accurate ensemble classifier
models. In stream data prediction outlier detection is most
useful.

techniques to handle very large volumes of data streams
with concept drifting”[1]. Many ensemble data stream
classification models divide the continuous data stream into
small and more manageable groups and then a simple classifier
is constructed for each data group and these simple classifiers
are combined in order to predict the new stream data record
class label. Traditional stream data classification models mainly
concentrate only on accurate construction of stream data
classifier models. But many real world stream data applications
need efficient prediction of class label of newly arriving stream
data record. In many real time applications a set of very large
In the literature, many ensemble based data stream number of base classifiers is needed to capture all the
classification models have been proposed. Some of the dynamically changing features, patterns, data distributions in
ensemble based classification models are:
order to design standard quality ensemble stream data
classifiers.
1. Increment classifier ensembles
2. Multidimensional index based ensembles
3. Weighted classifier ensembles
4. Fuzzy ensemble classifier models

Decision tree base classifier is the bench mark classifier and it
is more interpretable and popular one for constructing standard
and quality features. C4.5 decision tree classifier is the standard
base classifier. Certain real time applications may need
thousands of base classifiers.

5. Indexed base classifiers
Experience has shown that ensemble classifiers have least
The common goal in designing any ensemble based expected classification error rate than a single classifier on data
classification model is that “usage of divide and conquer
streams with dynamically changing features. In traditional
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ensemble classification, base classifiers are scanned linearly.
For example, if the ensemble comprising of n base decision tree
classifier then linear scan of base classifier require O(n) time
complexity. As the size of n increases, linear scan of base
classifiers is not suitable or not useful for many time critical
applications of stream data. The time complexity of any tree
(m-way tree where m=2, 3, 4, 5, …….) is O(log(n)) where n is
the number of base classifiers.
Ensemble classifiers always exhibit smaller variance error then
a random single classifier especially in unstable learning
environments [1]. Majority decision rules covering the input
stream data test record are stored in on single leaf node of the
MITS tree. Hence only one path is needed to classify newly
arriving stream data test record. So, this MITS structure is
particularly useful for online class label searching.

Tuples in the stream data classifications are represented as
T1 x11 , x12 , x13 , x14 , …………..x1n , c1
T2 x21 , x22 , x23 , x24 , …………..x2n , c2
T3 x31 , x32 , x33 , x34 , …………..x3n , c3
…………………………………………...
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
Tm xm1 , xm2 , xm3 , xm4 , …………..xmn , cm
Each tuple is represented by n attributes and (n + 1) th attribute
is the class label attribute. For simplicity only two class
problems are considered. Assume that ensemble consists of k
classifiers (c1, c2, c3, …. , ck ). When many base classifiers are
combined the resultant one is called ensemble classifier. Main
goal of present study is to reduce time complexity of stream
data record prediction from linear to logarithmic. Each
classifier consists of r rules and there are k classifiers in the
ensemble. Totally k.r rules are stored in the multidimensional
indexing tree structure. All k.r rules are converted into k.r
spatial objects and are stored in the multidimensional indexing
tree structure.

Dynamic stream data classification model can be
treated as a special query model that poses queries for finding
class labels of incoming dynamic stream data records (or
tuples). Stream data queries contain if then rules from simple
to complex rules involving many conditions. Bath continuous
III. PROPOSED MULTIDIMENSIONAL INDEXING
and discrete attributes are allowed in the if- then conditions.
Proposed method con query the stream date at any time TREE STRUCTURE DELETION OPERATION
dynamically.
Multidimensional Indexing Tree Structure (MITS) Search
Multidimensional Indexing Tree Structure (MITS)
Operation
Multidimensional indexing tree structure is an height balanced
multi way (m-way) indexing tree structure. Ensemble consists
of set of base classifiers. Each base classifier is represented as
a set of if then rules. MITS indexing tree structure consists of
two distinct types of nodes:
1.
2.

Leaf node and
Internal nodes

Each leaf node of MITS tree stores a set of overlapping rules.
Each decision rule represents a spatial object. Assume that
there are n base classifiers in the ensemble and each base
classifier consists of k rules then totally there are nk rules. Each
internal node represents a set of child objects in the form of a
minimum bounding rectangle.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In order to find class label of newly arriving stream data record
a search operation is executed. The search algorithm proceeds
from root to leaf, which covers newly arriving stream data
record. Class label is predicted using all the rules of the
selected leaf search algorithm follows depth-first-search
procedure. DFS uses stack data structure. Fine complexity of
search operation in MITS tree is O(log n).
The class label of newly arriving stream data record is
computed using each of the multiple multidimensional indexing
tree structures. Based on the majority voting system of
multiple MITS trees, Class label of new stream record is
identified. At the beginning stream data records are stored in
multiple MITS tree with appropriate indexing techniques. At
regular intervals these MITS trees are refreshed and updated
with dynamic changes in the stream data. Same process is
repeated in finding the class label of new data stream record.
Multiple Multidimensional indexing tree structures are updated
at regular intervals. Buffers also cleared and fritted with stream
data at regular intervals. For each newly arriving stream record
find class module calls and executes all the multiple MITS
trees. Class label of new stream record is computed using
majority voting of all multiple MITS trees. Present study is
based on binary classification problems.
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Multidimensional indexing tree structure stores all the spatial
objects in terms of decision tree classifiers. Output for the
selected synthetic data set is shown in the FIG-1 and Fig-2. Fig2 is the right branch of the root. Due to space limitations output
resultant tree is represented as branches separately.
IV. ALGORITHM
Algorithm Group Index Trees for Class Label Prediction
Input

: Set of GMITS trees, test record, t

Output: Class label of the test record, t
1.

Repeat the steps 1 to 10 for each index tree in the
MMITS tree set.
2. 𝑖 ⟵ 1.
3. T ⟵ Get the root of ith index tree in GMITS tree set.
4. Initialize stack data structure, stack.
5. For each entry R ЄT do
5.1. Push(Stack, R)
6. While (Stack is not empty) do
6.1. e ⟵ pop(Stack)
6.2. If e is an entry of a leaf then
∪←∪ ∪ e
Else
p ⟵ e.child
for each entry e Є p do
if x Є e then
push(Stack, e)
endif
endfor
endif
7. Endofwhile
8. For each entry e ϵ ∪ do
Find the weights
9. Outlabel⟵compute class label
10. Print outlabel
11. EndofRepeat
TABLE 1 Input data to Multi Dimensional Indexing Tree
Structure
X
100
20
30
45
80
40
10
20
100
60
50

Y
100
20
30
55
90
60
40
100
100
85
60

Z
125
150
90
65
100
80
60
40
200
650
80

W
250
150
90
75
110
100
100
110
200
125
140

Class Label
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15
200
60
60
200
20
90
35
90
100
145
25
40
20
20
80
80

45
250
70
80
200
20
80
45
50
60
40
25
80
10
90
130
80

75
300
100
100
300
40
70
65
120
140
105
66
120
30
70
80
100

95
350
140
130
300
40
60
80
90
70
65
86
100
40
90
160
100

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

V. OUTPUT
TABLE 2 Output
[10.0,10.0,150.0,160.0, 20.0,30.0,650.0,350.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[10.0,10.0,150.0,160.0, 35.0,40.0,140.0,90.0,
20.0,20.0,100.0,140.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[10.0,10.0,75.0,100.0, 20.0,20.0,150.0,160.0,
25.0,25.0,120.0,100.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[10.0,40.0,60.0,100.0,1.0, 15.0,45.0,75.0,95.0,1.0,
20.0,10.0,30.0,40.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,20.0,150.0,150.0,1.0, 20.0,90.0,70.0,90.0,1.0,
80.0,130.0,80.0,160.0,1.0, 80.0,80.0,100.0,100.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[25.0,25.0,66.0,86.0,1.0, 40.0,80.0,120.0,100.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[100.0,40.0,140.0,70.0, 35.0,45.0,120.0,90.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[100.0,60.0,140.0,70.0,1.0, 145.0,40.0,105.0,65.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[35.0,45.0,65.0,80.0,1.0, 90.0,50.0,120.0,90.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,20.0,70.0,60.0, 60.0,70.0,100.0,140.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,20.0,40.0,40.0,1.0, 90.0,80.0,70.0,60.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[60.0,70.0,100.0,140.0,1.0, 60.0,80.0,100.0,130.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,30.0,650.0,140.0, 40.0,55.0,300.0,350.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,60.0,80.0,140.0, 30.0,30.0,650.0,125.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[20.0,100.0,40.0,110.0,1.0, 50.0,60.0,80.0,140.0,1.0]
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------[30.0,30.0,90.0,90.0,1.0, 60.0,85.0,650.0,125.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[40.0,55.0,80.0,100.0, 80.0,90.0,200.0,250.0,
200.0,200.0,300.0,350.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[40.0,60.0,80.0,100.0,1.0, 45.0,55.0,65.0,75.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[80.0,90.0,100.0,110.0,1.0, 100.0,100.0,125.0,250.0,1.0,
100.0,100.0,200.0,200.0,1.0]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------[200.0,200.0,300.0,300.0,1.0, 200.0,250.0,300.0,350.0,1.0]

From Stream Data Using Optimal Weight Classifier
Ensemble “ IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND
CYBERNETICS—PART
B: CYBERNETICS

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Present study proposes a new algorithm for
constructing a new and an efficient group of multidimensional
indexing tree structure (GMITS) for efficient stream data
mining. Proposed technique is useful for both parallelization as
well as multiclass classification. Classification accuracy is
computed using many indexing trees. Stream data size is
potentially very large. To process such data definitely new and
state-of-the-art indexing structure is needed. Proposed new
indexing technique allows easy parallelization of stream data
processing. Previously time complexity of n base classifiers in
the single level ensemble of stream data mining is O(n).
Multilevel and Multi-way multidimensional indexing tree
structures are developed to decrease the asymptotic time
complexity from linear, O(n), to asymptotic sub-linear or
logarithmic time, O(log n).
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